The charge ordered La 1/3 Sr 2/3 FeO 3−δ (LSFO) in bulk and nanocrystalline forms are investigated using ac and dc magnetization, Mössbauer, and polarised neutron studies. A complex scenario of short range charge and magnetic ordering is realized from the polarised neutron studies in nanocrystalline specimen. This short range ordering does not involve any change in spin state and modification in the charge disproportion between Fe 3+ and Fe 5+ compared to bulk counterpart as evident in the Mössbauer results. The refinement of magnetic diffraction peaks provides magnetic moments of Fe 3+ and Fe 5+ are about 3.15µB and 1.57µB for bulk, and 2.7µB and 0.53µB for nanocrystalline specimen, respectively. The destabilization of charge ordering leads to magnetic phase separation, giving rise to the robust exchange bias (EB) effect. Strikingly, EB field at 5 K attains a value as high as 4.4 kOe for average size ∼ 70 nm, which is zero for the bulk counterpart. A strong frequency dependence of ac susceptibility reveals cluster-glass like transition around ∼ 65 K, below which EB appears. Overall results propose that finite size effect directs the complex glassy magnetic behavior driven by unconventional short range charge and magnetic ordering, and magnetic phase separation appears in nanocrystalline LSFO.
The charge ordered La 1/3 Sr 2/3 FeO 3−δ (LSFO) in bulk and nanocrystalline forms are investigated using ac and dc magnetization, Mössbauer, and polarised neutron studies. A complex scenario of short range charge and magnetic ordering is realized from the polarised neutron studies in nanocrystalline specimen. This short range ordering does not involve any change in spin state and modification in the charge disproportion between Fe 3+ and Fe 5+ compared to bulk counterpart as evident in the Mössbauer results. The refinement of magnetic diffraction peaks provides magnetic moments of Fe 3+ and Fe 5+ are about 3.15µB and 1.57µB for bulk, and 2.7µB and 0.53µB for nanocrystalline specimen, respectively. The destabilization of charge ordering leads to magnetic phase separation, giving rise to the robust exchange bias (EB) effect. Strikingly, EB field at 5 K attains a value as high as 4.4 kOe for average size ∼ 70 nm, which is zero for the bulk counterpart. A strong frequency dependence of ac susceptibility reveals cluster-glass like transition around ∼ 65 K, below which EB appears. Overall results propose that finite size effect directs the complex glassy magnetic behavior driven by unconventional short range charge and magnetic ordering, and magnetic phase separation appears in nanocrystalline LSFO. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Charge ordering (CO) is involved with a phase transition occurring mostly in strongly correlated materials. As a result of strong interaction, charge is localized on different sites in a regular pattern which was first discovered in magnetite.
1 Over the last decades charge ordering phenomenon in hole-doped manganites has been investigated extensively, because this intriguing phenomenon is closely related to the delicate interplay between spin, charge, orbital, and lattice degrees of freedom.
2 Recent reviews on CO propose that CO is accompanied by the symmetry breaking, resulting in a rich consequence of ferroelectricity which also leads to the multiferroicity having tremendous technological applications for future generation of memory devices. 3, 4 This stimulates a renewed attention for understanding the phenomenon in various systems. The CO state can be perturbed by several external parameters. The CO phenomenon can collapse due to application of magnetic field, external pressure or chemical pressure and usually ferromagnetism appears. 5 Recently, CO phenomenon has been investigated in nanocrystalline manganites. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] It has been shown that size reduction induces a weakening of CO and the appearance of weak ferromagnetism as a consequence of size reduction. The particle-size driven intricate interplay between antiferromagnetic (AFM) CO, ferromagnetic (FM), and reentrant-spin-glass-like states was observed in Nd 0.8 Na 0.2 MnO 3 .
10 A surface phase separation in nanocrystalline charge ordered compounds has been proposed by Dong et al., leading to the exchange bias (EB) effect based on a phenomenological model. 11 Surface spin-glass (SG) state has been proposed in nanocrystalline Sm 0.5 Ca 0.5 MnO 3 12 and Nd 0.5 Ca 0.5 MnO 3 13 to interpret the observed EB phenomenology. Appearance of surface ferromagnetism resulting from size effect and EB at the FM and AFM interface were proposed in nanocrystalline Pr 0.5 Ca 0.5 MnO 3 .
14 In fact, exchange bias phenomenology in terms of core/shell model in magnetic nanoparticles has been recently reviewed in detail by Iglesias et al. 15 These intriguing results inspire to investigate on other nanocrystalline CO compounds apart from extensively studied nanocrystalline manganites.
Recently, CO phenomenon have been thoroughly in- 20 Measurements of resonant soft x-ray magnetic scattering revealed anomalous quasi-2D ordering of 3d spins and 2p holes in LSFO, although this compound has been recognized as a 3D lattice system.
21
Recently, grain size dependent studies were performed in the 80-200 nm range of LSFO where systematic increase of FM component resulting from the decrease in grain size was demonstrated even at room temperature. 22 The weak ferromagnetism was conjectured from appearance of coercivity at room temperature which was suggested to be correlated with the lattice distortion, in which volume of the unit cell increases with decreasing grain size. The destabilization of CO and appearance of ferromagnetism due to reduction of grain size are rather typical manifestation of charge ordered compounds, 6-9,22 although elucidation of microscopic origin of emerging ferromagnetism has been less probed so far. 8, 23, 24 This can be established through careful investigations by means of microscopic experimental tools such as neutron, NMR, Mössbauer studies.
In this study, we report appearance of glassy magnetic phase driven by unusual short range CO and magnetic ordering in nanocrystalline LSFO which is realized from polarised neutron studies and frequency dependent ac susceptibility measurements. A robust EB effect is observed confirming the magnetic phase separation in nanocrystalline specimen with average size ∼ 70 nm. The EB is absent for the bulk counterpart and even absent for nanocrystalline specimen with average size ∼ 200 nm.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Bulk polycrystalline and nanocrystalline specimens with composition La 1/3 Sr 2/3 FeO 3−δ were prepared by standard solid state reaction and sol-gel technique, 25 respectively. Preheated La 2 O 3 at 1000
• C, SrCO 3 , and Fe 2 O 3 were used as starting materials. Proper amount of citric acid was used as precursor for synthesizing nanocrystalline specimen. The precursor powders were calcined in the range 1000
• -1200
• C. Addition structural phases appeared when precursor was heated below 1000
• C. For polycrystalline specimen final heating was done at 1400
• C. To achieve desired oxygen stoichiome- try both the polycrystalline and nanocrystalline specimens were annealed at 1000
• C in an atmospheric pressure of oxygen. X-ray powder diffraction pattern was recorded in a SEIFERT X-ray diffractometer (Model: XRAY3000P) using Cu Kα radiation. Rietveld refinement of diffraction pattern ensures absence of secondary phase in the samples. Grain sizes and grain interior crystalline states were investigated using a field emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM) of model: JSM-6700F and a high-resolution Transmission Electron Microscope (HRTEM) of Model: JEOL, 2010. ac and dc magnetometry were carried out in a commercial SQUID magnetometer of Quantum Design (MPMS, Evercool) and vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) of Cryogenics, UK.
57 Fe Mössbauer spectra were recorded in a transmission geometry using a 25 mCi 57 Co source in a Rh matrix with a velocity drive unit of Fast Comtec GmbH in a constant acceleration mode which was coupled with a closed-cycle cryogenics (JANIS) fitted to a vibration-free isolation stand. All the hyperfine parameters obtained from the fits are estimated with respect to the values of metallic α-Fe.
Neutron diffraction experiment was carried out on polycrystalline and nanocrystalline LSFO using polarised diffractometer DNS at the FRMII (Garching, Germany). The neutron wave length was 4.74Å. We placed samples in an Al foil that was wrapped in to a hollow cylindrical shape. We then put the wrapped samples in side an Al container in the He atmosphere. We recorded diffraction intensities at selective temperatures in the range 3 -300 K. The diffracted intensity could be separated by the polarization analysis into following three contributions: (1) coherent nuclear scattering, (2) spin-incoherent nuclear scattering, and (3) magnetic scattering. 26 The refinement of the magnetic diffraction data is done using FULLPROF refinement program.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Structural properties X-ray powder diffraction studies are performed on nanocrystalline specimens finally heated in the range 1000
• -1200 • C. Two representative examples of X-ray diffraction patterns are displayed in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) for the specimens annealed at 1000
• C prepared from solgel route and 1400
• C prepared from solid state reaction, respectively. To simplify our discussion, henceforth, we address 'Nano' and 'Bulk' for specimens annealed at 1000
• and 1400
• C, respectively. Average grain size of Nano and Bulk are ∼ 70 nm and ∼ 1 µm, respectively as confirmed from FESEM images. Fits of the powder diffraction patterns at 300 K using Rietveld refinement technique are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). The difference plot at the bottom confirms absence of secondary phase for both the cases. The results reveal rhombohedral crystal structure (space group: R3c) in the hexagonal setting. 18, 19 The refined parameters are summarized in Table I . We note that lattice parameters of the bulk specimen are consistent with the reported results.
18,19
The refined parameters for Nano given in Table I show a minor structural change compared to the bulk counterpart. Unit cell volume slightly increases up to 0.12 % for Nano specimen. This increase is rather very small compared to previous observation (≈ 3 %) in nanocrystalline LSFO with average size 80 nm. 22 This marked difference may be correlated to the crystallinity of LSFO nanoparticles. As evident in Fig. 1 (c) grain interior plane extents until the edge of grain boundary where good crystallinity causes less lattice distortion. The Fe-O1-Fe bond angle is reduced to 172.9
• for Nano from 177.4
• for Bulk. The larger deviation from 180
• for Nano indicates appearance of additional structural disorder with reducing grain size.
As depicted in Fig. 1 (c) intraplaner spacing (0.25 nm) of HRTEM image is close to the calculated distance of (110) plane estimated from X-ray diffraction pattern. We carefully note that any secondary phase is not found at the grain boundary of HRTEM image. The FESEM image is displayed in Fig. 1 (d). Inset shows the bar diagram of particle size distribution which could be fitted with log-normal distribution function with a mean value ∼ 70 nm and standard deviation = 0.21. We further note from the FESEM image (not shown here) that average size of the particles is ∼ 200 nm when final heating was done at 1100
• C.
B. Magnetization results and exchange bias effect
Thermal variation of ZFC-FC (zero-field cooled and field-cooled) magnetization recorded in 100 Oe is displayed in Fig. 2(a) for Nano specimen. The FC magnetization was recorded in the warming cycle. The ZFC and FC magnetization do not meet each other at 300 K which is much above paramagnetic to AFM (T N ) and CO (T CO ) ordering temperature. The result is consistent with the appearance of coercivity at 300 K for nanocrystalline LSFO reported by Gao et al. 22 This probably happens due to survival of magnetic ordering until 300 K in the Nano specimen, which is further confirmed in the current study by polarised neutron results. Both in ZFC and FC magnetization of Nano specimen a diffused signature of T CO is observed around 180 K [indicated by the arrow in Fig. 2(a) ], which is well below T CO at 198 K for the Bulk specimen. At low temperature another well defined maximum appears around ∼ 60 K in the ZFC magnetization which was not convincingly observed in the bulk counterpart. 16 This maximum emerges to be a glassy magnetic transition as evident from the frequency dependent ac susceptibility (χ ac ) results. A broadened signature in the FC curve is also observed, below which a steady increase is noticed with decreasing temperature.
The χ ac is measured at frequency, f = 1, 11, 66, 110, and 211 Hz with ac field, H ac = 4 Oe. Thermal variation of real part of χ ac [χ observed in ZFC magnetization is displayed in Fig. 2 (b) at selected frequencies. A strong f -dependent peak shift is noticed, which could be fitted with the dynamical scaling law close to phase transition at T f . The scaling law relates the critical relaxation time, τ max to the correlation length (ζ) as τ max = τ 0 ζ zν , where ζ=T 0 /(T f − T 0 ), τ 0 is the microscopic flipping time, z is the dynamic exponent, ν is another exponent related to spin-correlation length, and T 0 provides the value of T f at f → 0. The best fit is shown in the inset of Fig. 2(b) . The value of T 0 obtained is 60.6 K which is close to the maximum obtained from dc magnetization. The fit further provides zν ≈ 6, which holds good in the range between 4 and 12, typically found for atomic SG compounds. The value of τ 0 ≈ 4 × 10 −8 s is much slower than the values in the range, ∼ 10 −12 − 10 −14 for atomic SG compounds.
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The values of τ 0 are typically found to be slower for the cluster-glass (CG) and nanocrystalline compounds than the values for atomic SG compounds. 31 Current investigation on dynamic ac susceptibility measurements confirm a disordered glassy magnetic transition at T f .
Magnetic hysteresis (MH) loops were measured at various temperatures after cooling the sample in ZFC and FC (in various cooling fields, H cool ) modes. At 5 K representative examples of MH loop after cooling in ZFC and FC (H cool = 60 kOe) modes are displayed in Fig.  3 . Magnetization does not show any saturating trend for measurements up to ± 100 kOe. First, we note that while the ZFC loop is symmetric, in the FC mode, the symmetry is lost and a shift of the loop along both axes is clearly observed. Moreover, a huge enhancement (nearly double) of coercivity is noticed due to field cooling. These are typical manifestations of EB effect. 32, 34 We note that EB effect manifested by the loop shift is absent for Bulk specimen. This is even absent for nanocrystalline LSFO with average grain size ∼ 200 nm. As seen in the upper inset of Fig. 3 
35-37 The plots of H E and M E with H max are shown in the lower inset of Fig. 3 . We note that the increasing and decreasing field branches of MH loops recorded up to |H max | smaller than 50 kOe, do not join at the maximum applied field. Therefore, the values of H E and M E are given in the plot for 50 kOe ≤ |H max | ≤ 100 kOe, where 100 kOe is the highest achievable field of our VSM facility. Both plots show that H E and M E decrease rapidly with increasing |H max | and approach toward stabilized values at |H max | = 100 kOe. Although current value of H E is smaller than the highest reported value (≈ 8 kOe at 4.2 K for H cool = 100 kOe) for Nd 60 Fe 30 Al 10 , 38 this value is however, substantially large among the reported values in structurally single phase alloys and compounds.
34
The dependence of H E , H C , and M E on H cool is shown in Fig. 4(a) . Both H E and M E exhibit a similar dependence on H cool . A sharp increase is observed with increasing H cool up to 60 kOe, above which it shows a saturating trend. The increase of H E and M E is accompanied by an increase of H C that does not seem to saturate for H cool up to 80 kOe. This observation is an indication of appearance of a magnetic phase with substantial increased anisotropy induced by the cooling field. The behavior can be understood by noticing that the field cooling protocol induces the development of a new layer composed of pinned spins at the interface between two magnetic phases that causes the observed EB effect.
34 Anisotropy of this cooling field driven layer composed of pinned spins strongly depends on the individual anisotropy of the magnetic phases coupled with this pinned layer. We note that the H cool dependence of H C in the current investigation is distinctly different from the observation in a classical combination of FM/AFM Co/CoO nanostructures where the H C − H cool plot displayed a saturating trend above 10 kOe. 39 Although AFM component is the main component in the current investigation, the H C − H cool plot indicates strong anisotropy of the pinned layers. The effect of randomness in the spin alignment at this layer averages H E to zero at small H cool but, with increasing H cool , the pinned spins of the hard magnetic phase progressively align into the field cooling direction giving rise to the appearance of an increasing H E as well as H C . In the current investigation this progressive alignment of spins driven by increased cooling field is not completed even at 80 kOe and at 5 K.
Thermal dependencies of H E , H C , and M E are displayed in Fig. 4(b) . A substantial decrease of both H E and M E with increasing T is observed and both quantities vanish close to 100 K. The H C shows a similar trend up to ∼ 80 K that changes toward an increase for higher temperatures [see Inset of middle panel of Fig.4(b) ]. This change in behavior indicates a change in overall anisotropy around ∼ 80 K. This is analogous to that addressed by Nogués et al. in a layered system composed of FM and AFM substances. 32 It was pointed out that anisotropy of the AFM component changes with T which resulted in the significant change in the H C − T plot.
The training effect (TE) describes the systematic decrease of the loop shift due to successive field cycling after cooling the sample in a static magnetic field and it is commonly found in systems, displaying EB effect. 34 The signature of TE is clearly demonstrated in the inset of top panel of Fig. 5 , wherein horizontal shift decreases with increasing number of field cycling (λ). The plots of H E and M E vs. λ displayed in top and bottom panels of for λ ≥ 2, where H ∞ E is the value of H E at λ = ∞. 34 Since this formula cannot describe initial sharp decrease of H E and M E , a generalized interpretation of TE was proposed by Binek which is described by the recursive formula
where γ is a sample dependent constant. Both formulae describe correctly the H E and M E vs. λ plots for all λ as seen in ], respectively. These values at λ = ∞ are substantial, which reinforces the fact that the observed shifts are genuinely EB effects and do not emerge due to minor loop effects.
C. Mössbauer results

To justify EB effect and ratio between Fe
3+ and Fe
5+
in Nano specimen, Mössbauer study is performed both in Nano and Bulk specimens. Mössbauer spectra were recorded at 300 and 4.8 K for Nano specimen which is displayed in Fig. 6 . At 300 K a singlet spectrum is observed over nearly smooth background. This indicates non-existence of any secondary phase ascribed to iron content. The spectrum composed of two components is evident from the fit shown in the top panel of Fig. 6 . The isomer shift, IS = 0.396 mm/s corresponds to Fe 3+ and the rest signifies for Fe 4+ . As shown in Table II , the values of IS and intensity distribution obtained for Nano specimen are in accordance with that observed for the polycrystalline compound. 19 A magnetically split sextet spectrum is revealed at 4.8 K which is also fitted into two sextet components. The values of hyperfine parameters obtained from the fit of spectrum at 4.8 K are compared in Table II with the reported polycrystalline values measured at 20 K. 19 We note that hyperfine parameters are reasonably close to the values obtained for polycrystalline compound. This confirms the coexistence of Fe
3+
and Fe 5+ components as found in the bulk counterpart. As reported for polycrystalline compounds appearance of Fe 5+ and increase of intensity of Fe 3+ at 4.8 K occur due to charge disproportion, 2Fe
4+ ⇒ Fe 3+ + Fe 5+ . The value of intensity ratio between Fe 3+ and Fe 5+ is 2.07:1, which is close to desired ratio (2:1), signifying oxygen stoichiometry close to desired value at δ = 0 for Nano specimen. 
D. Polarised neutron results
To probe nature of CO and magnetic ordering in Nano specimen exhibiting substantial EB, polarised neutron measurements are carried out on both the Nano and Bulk specimens. The magnetic reflections of Nano and Bulk specimens are displayed in Fig. 7 at selective temperatures, in which intensities are plotted as a function of Q = 4π sin θ/λ. Indexing of magnetic reflections are done according to the rhombohedral structure with R3c space group. The polarised magnetic reflections at 3 K for Bulk are in accordance with the magnetic diffraction data at 15 K reported by Yang et al. 19 As seen in Fig. 7 an additional weak peak (012) is observed in the the polarised magnetic reflections for both the Bulk and Nano specimens which was absent in the previous reports. It is to be noted that in case of strong nuclear intensity this signature can appear as a weak peak in spin flip channel because of deviation from the perfect polarization situation. Inset of the top panel of Fig. 7 displays a very strong intense diffraction peak at (012) plane in the diffraction diagram of nuclear channel from 3 to 300 K.
Below T CO three CO peaks at (001), (101)/(003), and (103) planes appear for Bulk. At 200 K these three peaks just appear and intensities of the peaks increase considerably at 100 K. These intensities almost saturate below 100 K as evident by nearly same intensities of these peaks at 3 and 100 K. This indicates completion of long range CO and magnetic ordering processes at 100 K for Bulk specimen. According to Yang et al. lowest-Q peak corresponding to (001) plane signifies degree of Fe 3+ and Fe
5+
charge ordering as well as AFM ordering and the rest two CO peaks corresponding to (101)/(003) and (103) planes arise from AFM ordering. Although magnetic reflections of Bulk specimen reproduce the reported magnetic diffraction results for Bulk, intensity patterns of these magnetic reflections observed at same Q and thermal variation of each reflection are significantly different for Nano. The CO peaks at (001) and (103) planes are broadened with much reduced intensities. We note that these two peaks are not visible at 200 K unlike results for Bulk. This is in accordance with the ZFC magnetization results where T CO shifts toward lower temperature at 180 K for Nano specimen. Magnetic reflections at (001) and (103) planes are evident at 100 K and intensities increase with decreasing temperature unlike our observation for Bulk. This indicates short range charge and magnetic ordering processes and are not settled at 100 K for Nano. The considerable broadening with reduced intensities indicates that short range charge and magnetic ordering involve wide distribution of grain size in the range ∼ 40-100 nm [as seen in the inset of Fig. 1(d)] .
We note that widths of the magnetic reflections are much broader than the resolution of the instrument and also considerably broader than the particle size broadening of the diffraction peaks. In such a case average magnetic coherence length has been obtained 41, 42 from the line width broadening of the diffraction peak using Scherrer formula 43 . The calculation provides ∼ 25 nm which is significantly smaller than that of the average physical size of the nanoparticles. 41 The result is significantly different from the reported magnetic coherence length which is nearly same in magnitude with the physical size. 44 This indicates that surface of the particles is in disordered magnetic state which does not take part in the magnetic ordering. The disordered magnetic spins at the surface leads to the glassy magnetic behavior as evident in the f -dependent χ ′ ac (T ) results. Unlike variation of intensities of (001) and (103) netic reflection at other CO (101)/(003) plane increases monotonically with decreasing temperature. In fact, this reflection is evident much above T CO even at 300 K for Nano which is absent for Bulk. This is in accordance with that observed ZFC-FC effect of magnetization for Nano specimen. As seen in Fig. 2 (a) the ZFC-FC curves do not meet at 300 K. It is also pertaining to point out that Gao et al. reported appearance of coercivity in the magnetization curve at 300 K for nanocrystalline LSFO. 22 The polarised neutron results thus confirm survival of short range ordering, which leads to the appearance of coercivity as well as considerable difference between ZFC and FC magnetizations at 300 K.
The magnetic diffraction data for Bulk and Nano are fitted in the P 1 space group using Rietveld refinement done previously for polycrystalline LSFO.
18,19
The unit cell of the magnetic structure is considered same as that of the crystalline structure. This includes six iron atoms at positions (0, 0, 0), (1/3, 2/3, 1/4), (2/3, 1/3, 1/3), (0, 0, 1/2), (1/3, 2/3, 2/3) and (2/3, 1/3, 3/4) with a charge sequence of charge ordering, 
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Although the intensity profile of Nano specimen is much weaker than the Bulk counterpart, a similar refinement is carried out on magnetic diffraction data of Nano specimen at 3 K considering the same charge ordering sequence. This assumption is reasonable, because analysis of the Mössbauer spectrum at 4.8 K points to nearly the same ratio between Fe 3+ and Fe 5+ in Nano compared to Bulk specimen. The quite satisfactory fit is displayed at the bottom panel of Fig. 8 .05 and R mag =39.29%. The mismatch of the fitted intensity profile with the experimental data is evident in the inset of the bottom panel of Fig. 8 for example, in case of first modified sequence. Thus, the results justify better reliability of the refinement for Nano with model justified for Bulk and we conclude that the values of the refined moments for Nano are significantly smaller than that obtained for Bulk specimen. The reduced moment may appear due to readjustment of spin structure through spin canting for Nano. In this case, spins are homogeneous throughout the particles. If ferromagnetic component emerges due to spin canting, additional magnetic contribution on the top of nuclear peak may appear for Nano which is not observed in Fig. 7 . The core-shell structure is the other possibility which has been frequently proposed for magnetic nanoparticles. The core acts like Bulk and the shell behaves like glassy magnetic component consisting of disordered magnetic spins. The scattering from the core only contribute to the magnetic Bragg intensities and magnetic scattering from the glassy magnetic region goes to the diffuse background which is not taken into account in the refinement process. However, the refinement leads to the reduction of refined magnetic moment as recently evident for MnO nanoparticles. 42, 47 Similar core-shell magnetic structure has recently been proposed for MnO nanopar- ticles where considerably reduced moment was reported based on the refinement of the magnetic diffraction data for MnO nanoparticles. The much reduced Mn-moment compared to the bulk counterpart was suggested to be due to the appearance of 20% to 80% disordered surface spins depending on the size of the nanoparticles.
IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Mössbauer and polarised neutron results elucidate vital issues of CO and magnetic ordering of Nano specimen, which could not be probed through bulk magnetization studies. Neutron results clearly demonstrate short range CO and magnetic ordering. This short range ordering process is not uniform for all planes. Although CO between Fe 3+ and Fe 5+ has been tailored in Nano specimen, analysis of Mössbauer spectrum confirms that spin state as well as ratio of Fe 3+ and Fe 5+ do not alter compared to bulk counterpart. To interpret robust EB effect, these crucial results facilitate to propose a phenomenological model displaying possible phase separation scenario in Nano specimen. Figure 9 displays a schematic representation of random possible discontinuity in long range CO as well as super-exchange (SE) paths in the (001) plane due to finite size effect. Solid circles in the figure stand for Fe 5+ whereas open circles correspond to Fe 3+ . Position of oxygen between metal atoms for the linkage of SE paths is not shown here for simplicity. As seen in the figure Fe 5+ -O-Fe 3+ SE is FM while Fe 3+ -O-Fe 3+ SE interaction is AFM according to our proposed model of spin configuration. 20 Because of discontinuity in the SE paths ascribed to finite size effect a random possible array of FM and AFM SE interactions are illustrated at the grain boundary (GB). Emergence of competing FM and AFM SE interactions lead to the spin frustration at the GB. This frustration along with the disorder attributed to various sources viz., distribution of grain size, defects at GB, various possible array of FM and AFM SE interactions, may lead to glassy magnetic phase in the magnetic nanoparticles. Possible surface SG state has been conjectured for nanocrystalline Sm 0.5 Ca 0.5 MnO 3 12 based on f -dependent χ ac (T ) results and for Nd 0.5 Ca 0.5 MnO 3 from the bulk magnetization study.
13 Current f -dependent χ ac (T ) results reveal glassy magnetic state, which has been verified in various nanocrystalline alloys and oxides. 30, 31, 48 This glassy magnetic state is in accordance with the polarised neutron results where much reduced Fe 3+ and Fe 5+ moments compared to bulk counterpart confirm emergence of disordered magnetic spins for Nano specimen.
Till date, the issues of size effect on suppression of CO or retaining CO state together with possible phase separation has been discussed scarcely in the literature, although majority of the studies are centered around mixed-valent manganites.
6-14 Interestingly, the issues of magnetic phase separation driven by suppression of CO has been argued in the various possible ways to interpret the observed results in similar nanocrystalline CO compounds. For example, possible phase separation between FM and AFM was pointed out in nanocrystalline Pr 0.5 Ca 0.5 MnO 3 .
14 On the other hand, emergence of surface SG-like phase was addressed in nanocrystalline Sm 0.5 Ca 0.5 MnO 3 12 and Nd 0.5 Ca 0.5 MnO 3 , 13 displaying dissimilar results and interpretations were done mainly based on bulk magnetization studies. These interesting results attract the community and the issues need to be concluded from meticulous studies using microscopic experimental tool such as neutron studies. The current results elucidate nature of suppression of CO process due to size effect where polarised neutron diffraction and Mössbauer studies together with the magnetization results direct the possible phase separation scenario in nanocrystalline LSFO.
In conclusion, we have reported intriguing glassy magnetic phase driven by the short range charge and magnetic ordering in nanocrystalline LSFO. The polarised neutron and frequency dependent ac susceptibility results confirm the glassy magnetic behavior. The magnetic phase separation between glassy magnetic and antiferromagnetic components leads to the substantial exchange bias effect at low temperature resulting from field cooling process, which is absent for the bulk counterpart. On increasing average grain size surface to bulk ratio decreases which results in considerable decrease of disordered surface spins. For ∼ 200 nm average size the reduced disordered surface spins can not take part in pinning mechanism due to field cooling and EB effect does not occur.
